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Stages of 3D-Production of Orthopedic 

Insoles 

The First Stage – 3D Scanning 

 

If a person has longitudinal or lateral flat feet, valgus, spinal disease or injury, then standard shoes can 

cause discomfort and pain. So, you can buy orthopedic insoles to reduce discomfort and compensate for 

the foot's position. Common orthopedic insoles usually adopt thermoforming technology, but it cannot fit 

everyone's foot shape. 3D printing technology can greatly help doctors make appropriate corrective 

insoles for each patient to compensate for foot defects. There are 4 stages of producing insoles with 3D 

printing: 3D scanning, professional software 3D modeling, 3D printing, and finishing. 

The patient visits a clinic or orthopedic salon, where a 3D scan of the leg takes place. The staff will use 

fully automatic scanners such as ScanPod3D 3D scanners to prepare for the foot 3D scan. The patient 

first puts a leg on the scanner, the operator controls the correct placement position and presses the 

"start" button to scan patient’s feet. The scanning time for both feet does not exceed 5 minutes. After the 

scan is completed, the program will generate a scan report, creating two STL files and photos of two legs 

at the same time, and send them all to the specified location. 

The doctor will model the insole after receiving the scan data. When 

modeling, the doctor needs to set basic parameters such as the thickness, 

width, and height of the insole. The doctor will use IsoleCAD and other 

programs to automate the modeling. The doctor can assess the position of 

the foot on the insole and its fit at any time, and make necessary 

adjustments and corrections. The modeling process takes 10 to 60 minutes. 

At the end of the simulation, the program will generate an STL file of the 

insole, which is suitable for subsequent 3D printing. 

The Second Stage – 3D Modelling of the Insole 

 

In the screenshot of the IsoleCAD 

program, the intersection for the 

fingers and the pad is being created. 

 

Raise3D Case Study 
https://www.raise3d.com/case/stages-of-3d-production-of-orthopedic-insoles/ 
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We recommend using thermoplastic polyurethane-TPU for printing insoles. 

This material belongs to the category of elastomers. Its elasticity is twice 

that of rubber. At the same time, it can maintain its characteristics and 

geometry in long-term use.  

 

Raise3D E2 printer is the most suitable printer to print insoles. Raise3D E2 

printer is equipped with IDEX (Independent Dual Extruders) system, and 

has a duplication/mirror mode, which can print two models at the same 

time, which greatly improves productivity and shortens printing time. 

 

 

Do you have a great 3D printing success story and think it would be cool to be featured on www.raise3d.com, we would 
love to learn more! Write to us at inquiry@raise3d.com 
 
For more information about Raise3D printers and services, browse our website, or schedule a demo with one of our 3D 
printing experts. 

Connect with Raise3D 

We offer a turnkey solution for the production of orthopedic insoles, which consists of a 3D scanner, 

IsoleCAD software and a 3D printer with a set of consumables and a profile for them. ideaMaker is 

licensed perpetually and has no additional fees for the number of insoles created or projects downloaded. 

Features and benefits of the solution are: 

 

Flexibility. We recommend using a 3D printer for making the insoles, as it is faster, cleaner and more 

accurate.  

 

Easy scaling. You can use several Raise3D E2 printers to build a 3D farm, thereby increasing the 

potential number of insoles produced by each new device. The slicing software ideaMaker allows doctors 

to remotely access one or more printers, and can quickly assign printing tasks and collaborate with other 

doctors. 

 

The ability to distribute production to the most efficient locations. You can place the 3D scanner in a 

place that is convenient for customers to visit-orthopedic salon, sports shoe store or doctor's office-with 

only 1 square meter of space and a personal computer. With the cloud technology, doctors can create and 

slice insole models through the Internet, and printing can be done in a third location. 

 

The process of printing insoles 

on a 3D printer Raise3D E2 

 

Immediately after printing on a Raise3D E2 printer, the insoles are ready for 

finishing. If during printing extra fuses appear or you need to remove 

transitions between layers and sectors, they can be removed mechanically. 

 

You can offer different options for the top layer of the insole – they are 

available in different colors that can be found on the market. The cover is 

sold as pre-cut along the contour of the insole, and it remains to be glued to 

the printed model, with the parts protruding from the insole cut off or rolled in. 

They also come with or without an applied adhesive layer. 

The Third Stage – 3D Printing 

 

Ready-to-use insoles with 

different options of upper 

finishing. 

 

The Fourth Stage – Processing and Finishing 

 

Description of the Insole Manufacturing Solution and Its Benefits 
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